Isaiah 53 (Actually 52:13-53:12)
The Hope Diamond of Old Testament Prophecy

Four Unbelievable Truths about the Savior Promised in the Old Testament
In a Passage that Reads Like the New Testament

Prologue: Isaiah 52:13-15
The Savior Will Ultimately be Exalted Supremely But Only After He Suffers
The Ultimate Unique Humiliation

Truth 1: Isaiah 53:1-3
The Savior Will Suffer Unbelievable Disrespect and Rejection by Most People

Truth 2: Isaiah 53:4-6
The Savior Will Suffer In the Place/as a Substitute for All Sinners

Truth 3: Isaiah 53:7-9
The Savior Will Suffer as the Fulfillment of the Old Testament Sacrificial System

Truth 4: Isaiah 53:10-11
The Savior Will Suffer Such That He Will Be the Issue/the Issuer of Eternal Life

The Epilogue: Isaiah 53:12
The Savior Will Ultimately be Exalted Supremely But Only After He is Resurrected
From the Dead

Question
How Do We Know This Unbelievable Prophecy Was In Fact Written Before the
Events Described Which We Know So Well from the NT and the Life of Jesus?

Short Answer
1: the NT Quotes from This Passage and Confirms It is All about Jesus
2: The Dead Sea Scrolls Contain Copies of the Book of Isaiah (Including 52:13-
53:12) That Have Been Dated to 200-100 BC

We Don’t Worship the Bible...We Worship the God of the Bible Centered on the
Person of Jesus Christ...But It Can Be Tempting to Worship the Bible!